EASY CAMP YOUR ONE STOP SHOP FOR ALL FUNKY FESTIVAL CAMPING KIT
Music, parties and fun… Yes, it’s festival time! And Easy Camp
has everything you need for carefree life outdoors, including a
whole range of quick-to-pitch funky CARNIVAL tents.
With new designs and vibrant colourways, the Easy Camp
CARNIVAL range offers fresh and lively flair combined with
contemporary style and designs that make a clear statement
about not being tied to convention but living life to the full.
Uninhibited style is underpinned by functional practicality in
great value-for-money tents with quirky themes for the colour
combinations and patterns that run through the themes of Day
and Night. Contemporary, lightweight CARNIVAL tents are
pitched quickly and easily without fuss to leave more time to
spend relaxing with friends. Behind the simple dome, tipi and
pop-up designs are reliable fabrics, components and taped
seams delivering complete waterproof protection.
Get into the festival spirit the moment you arrive with the
Daysnug and Nightden (pictured right) pop-up tunnels. Simply
open the circular carry bag and watch the tent spring into shape.
Then just peg out, kick back and relax in bohemian print style with
mesh door inserts keeping things cool inside.
The classic dome-style Dayout
(pictured left) and Nightcave tents
deliver reliable protection and camping comfort for two people, in
colours to suit personal style. Both are lightweight and easy to pitch
with sturdy fibreglass poles and a sewn-in groundsheet. Features
include a handy hanging point for a lantern, organiser pocket, and
mesh door panel and roof vents for ventilation.
The popular Dayhaven and Nightshade (pictured right) tipistyle design sleeps up to four people. These versatile single
wall tents use an easy-pitch single central pole,
with a full mesh screen behind the fabric door,
multiple guylines for stability, taped seams,
durable sewn-in groundsheet, a pocket and an
apex cowl over the efficient venting. The
carrybag continues the cool pattern print and
has comfy webbing handles for easy carrying.
The fun, practical element continues into the sleeping bag range with the Bohemian
Day (pictured left) and Night sleeping bags that have vibrant patterns and cool design
detail to match the tents. Each model offers polyester insulation, comfortable
polycotton-feel outer and cosy brushed polyester linings in complementary colours.
Full-length, easy glide zips allow flexible opening for easily adjustable warmth. A wide
range of self-inflating mats and airbeds complete bedroom comfort.

Stage-side protection continues with the Beach (pictured
left), Ocean (pictured right) and Bay (pictured below left) –
cheerful day shelters in sunny colours that stand out from
the crowd. Easily carried and quickly opened, the Coast
(pictured below right) is a huge umbrella with side walls
and a detachable groundsheet – perfect instant shelter that
can be easily moved to suit conditions.
Easy Camp also offers choice daysacs, rucsacs and hold-alls to
transport camping gear around or to keepe ssentials to hand
when ay the stage. Add the wide selection of useful
accessories, like waterproof bags and protective cases for
tech, then you haven’t got to look any further than this
Scandinavian brand for all your festival needs. And you’ll find
the great value-for-money price tags save the wallet for the
party…
For further information about the Easy Camp products and details of your nearest Easy Camp dealer
visit easycamp.com
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